
Bart says: Greetings!
DM says: G'day Clif!
Bart says: Dianne is coming.
DM says: Excellent! Otherwise I'd be a bit nervous about it. I haven't heard from the others and the e-mail I sent to Craig bounced :(
DM says: [about having a game, that is]
DM says: The player group has been pretty stable, actually. Unlike the online game I previously played in. Apart from a core two, and later, three players we had about 13 players in total...
DM says: In that game, using "Red Box" classic D&D, I was a player and inspired me to start up my own campaign.
DM says: If we have lost Billy and Craig, and maybe Megan, then I'll put out calls for some new players.
DM says: I'd be very disappointed though, as the campaign had a good little group going.
DM says: How's your week been?
Bart says: I was immersed in arcane web technologies.
Bart says: I'm a programmer.
Bart says: What do you do?
DM says: I was a lawyer (commerical litigation), but now I'm a public servant working in an agency called Crown Land Services (we lease and sell Crown [government] land). It sounds boring, but I think it's quite interesting.
DM says: I've always wished I was more conversant in things like programming. The best I can do is some web designing.
DM says: My official title in governement is a "Project Officer",
Bart says: Disposition of government land is an issue in the US.
Bart says: About 90% of the land in our Western states are govt property.
Bart says: Hundreds of thousands of square miles of land.
DM says: Vast amounts of Australia is also Crown land. It'd be similar here I would imagine. If not more because we only have 20 million people in a continent the size of the US.
Bart says: I've been programming for 23 years now.
Bart says: I've been working on PC
DM says: I wish I could use java properly ... or at all, to be more accurate.
DM says: Hi Dianne!
Bart says: I code in VB .Net and Java right now.
dianne says: Hi Jesse!
DM says: Vast amounts of Australia are under what are called Pastoral Leases, that is long life leases between a rancher (as you'd call them) and the Crown.
DM says: How's your week been?
DM says: Have you recovered from the birthday party last week?
dianne says: Busy at work. I work for a company that conducts archival research for legal firms throughout the US involved in asbestos litigation
DM says: Sounds interesting. There has been similar very high profile battles here too, with a company called James Hardy.
dianne says: Most of the cases we do research for are former navy personnel who claim they were exposed to asbestos onboard naval vessels.
dianne says: We actually work for lawyers who are trying to defend their clients against asbestos claims.
DM says: We have asbestos mines here (somewere, I think South Australia) and most of the claims in the news are with former employees of the company that mined/manefactured asbestos.
dianne says: Anyway, my daughter's party was, of course, LOUD -- but a good time was enjoyed by all
DM says: If only teenage girls came with volume control :)
DM says: Unfortnately, I don't think can expect the others this week, so we should push on with the game.
dianne says: In fact, I just found some dried up balls of silly string near my computer monitor. I don't know if you have heard of silly string in Australia, but it is this substance which when sprayed out of an aerosol can forms strings. My daughter insisted on playing with silly string at her party.
DM says: Yeah, I know the stuff! 
DM says: Are you guys ready to play?
Bart says: yes
dianne says: Certainly
DM says: Ok then ... 
DM says: Last time in Taladas ...
DM says: Having returned to the temple to recuperate and seek some aid for the badly wounded Luthien, you decided to spend the night and make a fresh assault on the Island the following day. Despite Alserra's efforts, Luthien remained weak, but fortunately Amane had now revived from her wounds, which she had received at Beda's Emporium. 
DM says: The next morning [Holus, 9th day of Kaldoran, 353 AC] you arose to set out once again in your attempt to recover the orb. Before you left the temple Kaesh volunteered to assist you in your quest and Alserra gave you three small vials of healing broth, which you had sampled the previous evening, saying "Unfortunately, this is all that I have remaining. Use them wisely."
DM says: I'm experiencing some technical difficulties ...
DM says: Damn. It's stopping me from posting the summary again. 
DM says: I'll have to put it up in the map viewer. I didn't want to so I didn't have to mess with the map.
DM says: Please bear with me for a moment...
Having returned to the temple to recuperate and seek some aid for the badly wounded Luthien, you decided to spend the night and make a fresh assault on the Island the following day. Despite Alserra’s efforts, Luthien remained weak, but fortunately Amane had now revived from her wounds, which she had received at Beda’s Emporium. The next morning [Holus, 9th day of Kaldoran, 353 AC] you arose to set out once again in your attempt to recover the orb. Before you left the temple Kaesh volunteered to assist you in your quest and Alserra gave you three small vials of healing broth, which you had sampled the previous evening, saying "Unfortunately, this is all that I have remaining. Use them wisely."

Returning to Theras Island using another stolen boat you quickly made your way to the largest of the ruined buildings – the site of the battle the previous day. Exporing the ruin further, Bart and Amane entered into a room containing a few old "curtains" of rotting hessian cloth hanging off the walls, a rusty iron stove, and a mouldy old wooden stool. All about the floor lay decades of the rotten leaves and rubbish. Amane’s elven eyes noticed a very faint semicircular scrape along the flagstone floor radiating out from under the stove, although there had been an attempt to hide it with rotting leaf litter. 

As Bart attempted to examine the stove further, there was sudden movement from his left! A scruffy looking man, carrying a sword lept into the room screaming, "Hith amuin alus!" As the two circled the room, Bart attempted to reason with the man but to no avail. The man continued to curse at the kender in Thenolian, interspersed with dark mutterings about Hith, the god of corruption and lies! The man, shaking with rage, launched into attack shouting, "Enough! Unbeliever!" 

A brief battle ensued, with Bakta [DM] wading into the melee along side Bart and Amane. Although during the battle the man managed to wound the Ogre, Bakta’s club nevertheless delivered the final crushing blow. Fatally wounded, the man clutched at something about his neck and whispered with his last breath, "Hith amuin alus." Looking you all straight in the eye his lips curled into a sneer as his body was engulfed by the familiar green, luminescent fire. His ashes and charred shards of bone scattering across the ground before you.

DM says: Let me know when it's loaded up and you've read it.
Bart says: done
Luthien says: done
DM says: OK, unfortunately I'll have to mess around and put the map back up ... bear with me again ...
DM says: There we go ..
DM says: Incidentally, Luthien was left behind, still recovering from her wounds. But in the interests of keeping the game moving, perhaps she followed the rest of the Party when she discovered they had left here behind?
DM says: [her behind]
Luthien says: I am looking forward to rejoining the Party.
DM says: Ok then. Luthien has stolen her own boat and made her way to the island. As you approached the building you heard the sounds of battle, and you've just arived as the man's body was engulfed with flame. 
DM says: [r1d20]
DM says: 15(r1d20)
DM says: 11(r1d20)
Luthien says: 7(1d20)
DM says: Bart, out of the corner of your eye you spot a small wooden dog skull with shards of bone wedged into its base. The device is similar to the one Alaric took from the brigand in the Emperor's Crown inn, however, it has been badly damaged by the flames.
Luthien says: 19(1d20)
DM says: You also notice a small silver ring wrought in the form of a winged creature still sits on what remains of a blackend finger.
Bart says: I'll pickup the ring and the skull.
Bart says: Let's finish exploring this building.
DM says: Bart scoops up the items. What do you do now?
Bart says: Is there a door?
DM says: There is another doorway in the partitian at the right end of the room, if that's what you mean.
Bart says: I'll go up to the door and check it.
DM says: Examing this smaller room, you discover that it also appears to have long been abandoned. About the floor is nothing but rotting leaf litter.
Bart says: I'll poke around and look for trap doors and hidden items.
DM says: In that room? Or both?
Bart says: That room and then the other room.
DM says: OK.
Bart says: Do I find anything?
DM says: In the smaller room you find a loose stone in the wall. Behind the stone, in a worn leather bag is a bag of red gems. It appears to have been there for a long, long time.
DM says: In the second room you discover that lthough there has been an attempt to hide it with leaf litter, you see a very faint semicircular scrape along the floor radiating out from under the stove.
DM says: Further investigation reveals that turning the handle on the stove to the left enables the stove to swivel out from the wall, exposing a large wooden trapdoor in the floor covering what was once an open spiral stairwell that drops down into the gloom. 
Luthien says: Bart, since your hands are already full carrying the skeleton head, I'd be delighted to safeguard the gems. Let's light a torch and find out where this leads. Are you game?
DM says: [Incidentally, I do desk top rolls as well as use the online dice utility to simulate when I'm rolling "behind the screen" as it were.]
DM says: [The wooden skull is small, about an inch long, by the way]
Bart says: Don't bother. I'll put all of it in my pouch.
Bart says: Who wants to go down the scary dark hole?
Luthien says: You first.
[DM]Alaric says: "We need to get to the bottom of things, if you'll excuse the pun."
Bart says: Let's drop a torch down the hole 
DM says: Do you do that?
Bart says: yes
DM says: The torches rattles down the stairwell and disappears. It's light can be just seen flickering faintly in the gloom.
DM says: [torch, singular not plural]
Bart says: I get another torch and start down.
Luthien says: Looks like we'll need another torch to take with us if we decide to descend the stairwell.
Bart says: Luthien follow me about 8ft back. I'll let you know if there is a loose board.
Bart says: Bakta is heavy. He will likely crash through.
DM says: Bart, descending down the stone steps into the gloom, you eyes slowely adjust to the dimness of the light.
DM says: [I'll change the map]
Bart says: Luthien. You have Elven vision. What do you see?
DM says: Once at the bottom of the stairs, you find yourself at the corner of a stone hallway, which branches off to the left and right. The air is heavy with a clawing, dank scent.
Luthien says: I see some rather strange markings on one of the stones in the wall.
DM says: The walls are made of roughly dressed stonework and the poor lighting is provided by a couple of small lamps hanging from rusty iron brackets on the wall, which cast a faint, flickering light.
Bart says: I assume Kaesh, Alaric and finally Bakta are coming behind us?
DM says: Yes, they are following down the stairwell. 
DM says: [Incidentally, the map isn't quite to scale with the icons. In square (on the floor) is roughly 5 feet] 
Bart says: I suppose I'll go to the left corridor slowly.
DM says: [One square ... mi fingres r not worcing todai :)] 
Luthien says: I'm right behind you, Bart.
DM says: The others follow up the rear as you move forward along the corridor.
Bart says: Moving along.
DM says: The faint lamp light reveals two doors to your left and right. The passage continues and you can see that it branches to the left and right.
Bart says: I'll go by the doors and look North and South.
Luthien says: I'll check out what's behind the door on the right.
DM says: To your left you see passage widens to reveal stone steps leading down into the gloom. To your right the corridor ends a few feet away.
Bart says: What does Luthien see?
DM says: Luthien's elven eyes reveal that past the stone steps the hallway turns to the right. 
Bart says: She opened the door to the right.
DM says: [Er, the the left]
DM says: [That wasn't described very well. I'll reveal what I meant]
Luthien says: Once you get to the end of the stairs, the corridor turns sharply to the left..
Bart says: Open the North door.
Luthien says: Will do.
DM says: Do you mean this one (see the red dot)?
Bart says: yup
Luthien says: I hope it is a small chamber filled with jewels.
DM says: The door easily opens with a faint creak to reveal a small stone chamber. 
DM says: The chamber is crudely furnished with two simple sleeping cots and a stool. A chest stands at the foot of each bed. 
Luthien says: Guys, looks like I've stumbled into someone's sleeping chambers. I am going to look in the chests to see what's in them.
Bart says: Stop!
Bart says: Let me cjheck for traps.
DM says: Both chests are padlocked.
DM says: But you don't seem to find any traps.
Bart says: I'll pick the locks.
DM says: Make a roll.
Bart says: 10(1d100)
DM says: The first lock opens easily. But the chest contains only a few spare items of male clothing. 
Luthien says: There must be somethink very special about this clothing if the wearer wants to keep them padlocked in a chest.
Bart says: People steal clothes.
Bart says: What about the other chest?
DM says: Make another roll to try and unlock the padlock.
Bart says: 21(1d100)
DM says: Again, your nible kender fingers quickly unlock the crude device.
DM says: The chest also contains nothing more than a few personal items, however, there is a small pouch containing a handful of copper coins.
DM says: [nimble kender fingers]]
Bart says: My pouch now.
Luthien says: Sure you don't want me to safeguard those red jewels for you, Bart?
Bart says: What don't you open the South door now sweetie?
Luthien says: Don't call me sweetie. Check the South door yourself.
DM says: The others look anxiously about, but stand guard in the hallway.
Luthien says: Don't you think you should put the money back in the chest and repadlock them? We don't want anyone to know we're here yet, to we?
Bart says: I don't care. Let's go.
Luthien says: Don't forget to check the South Door, sweetie.
Bart says: I'll check the door for traps.
DM says: You carefully search the wooden door for signs of a trap, but appear to find nothing suspicious.
Bart says: Opening the door.
Luthien says: Boo!
DM says: Again, the door gently creaks open to reveal a stone chamber, roughly double the size of the previous room.
DM says: The room contains a small cot, a wooden chair and a table. At the foot of the cot is a large chest. The chamber contains no other furnishings.
Bart says: Check the chest for traps.
DM says: Carefully checking the heavy wooden chest you discover a tiny poisoned dart poised to stab the finger of the unwary!
DM says: Do you want to try and disarm the trap?
Bart says: Disarm the trap in a safe manner.
DM says: You'll have to make a roll.
Bart says: 97(1d100)
DM says: Gah! While attempting to disarm the spring mechanism the trap goes off! 
DM says: 4(r1d4)
DM says: Falling back in pain, you clutch your arm as the poisoned dart injects a painful poison.
DM says: [Doing 4 points of damage]
Bart says: OUCH!
DM says: The trap is sprung, but the lock remains firmly shut.
Bart says: I suppose the chest is open now?
Bart says: I'll pick it.
DM says: Make a roll to open the lock.
Bart says: 92(1d100)
Bart says: Nasty chest.
DM says: Unfortunately, with your wounded hand you fail to unlock the chest.
Bart says: Bakta, please open the chest the old fashioned way.
Luthien says: Bart, do you think you would like to try one of my vials of healing serum?
DM says: [DM]Amane "Hey, I could give it a go, before you get the ogre to start smashin' things!" She whisper.
Bart says: YES
[DM]Amane says: "But I get to keep what's in it!"
Bart says: Amane, your turn.
Bart says: Just let me see what you got.
DM says: Amane kneels down and attempts to pick the lock ...
DM says: 14(r1d100)
DM says: She cheekily turns Bart, "What's all the fuss about. That was easy peasy."
Bart says: Grrrr
DM says: Opening the chest Amane reveals that the chest contains a scroll and some items of female clothing. A small, badly rusted metal case is hidden under the other personal effects.
Bart says: What is in the rusted metal case?
Luthien says: Can I have a look at the scroll?
DM says: Amane carefully examines the chest for traps ... but finds nothing.
DM says: As Amane opens it her eager eyes turn to disappointment. "There
DM says: "There's noting in it that's valuable, just some bits and pieces."
Bart says: Can I have the vial now?
DM says: She shows you the box and you see a several shells, a couple of small stones and several other household items like a thimble, spoon and other odds and ends.
Luthien says: Yes, Bart. Here it is.
Bart says: What is the effect?
Luthien says: I noticed no side effects, but I hope it will help your body to fight off the poison.
DM says: Sorry, I got a delay in your post.
DM says: The potion fills you with a warm sensation as you feel the pain slip away.
DM says: [It restores your hp]
Bart says: I feel good!
Bart says: Let's go back to the corridor and go East then South.
DM says: You head back towards the east, past the junction and down the stone stairs.
Bart says: That is West.
DM says: Whoops, my mistake!
DM says: Er, hit the rewind button ...
DM says: Heading back towards the east ...
DM says: The dim torchlight reveals a long corridor, running straight ahead. At its centre stands a stone pedestal on which is placed a silver dish filled with fine white ash. At the far end you can see a door and that the hallway turns to the right. A breeze blows steadily from the other end of the hall.
DM says: The pedestal is where the small dot is...
Bart says: I'll go South.
DM says: Sorry, delay again.
DM says: You step forward and suddenly feel a sharp pain in your foot!!
DM says: 1(r1d4)
Bart says: oh dear
DM says: Lifting your foot up you see shards of sharp bone sticking into your boot! But luckily, the shards have only wounded you slightly. You cannot see where the shards came from.
Bart says: Luthien, look around. My foot hurts.
Bart says: I'm removing the shards and wrapping the foot.
DM says: Luthien, are you looking around? How?
Bart says: Dianne has run out of gas and has gone to bed.
DM says: Ok then, we should resume next week.
Bart says: This went well. The hidden dungeon was a surprise.
DM says: Bart seems to be in the wars ... but that's what kenders do!
Bart says: See you next week. Maybe you should advertise for new players?
DM says: I probably will. But I'll also chase up the others. It isn't like Craig to just disappear.
Bart says: aloha
DM says: Seeya!




